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On the first floor you'll find doors to all bedrooms, 

bathroom and separate cloakroom. The bedrooms 

are all very good sizes, two of which are doubles and 

a large single. There is a family bathroom with 

panelled bath with fitted rainfall shower head and 

separate shower with flexi hose, inset sink in vanity 

unit and heated towel radiator. The separate 

cloakroom, has a WC and freestanding sink bowl 

with mixer tap on a wooden worktop and splash back 

tiling.  

 

Outside to the front, there is a drive providing off 

road parking, front garden which is mainly laid to 

lawn and double doors leading to the Carport. To 

the Rear, the garden is mainly laid to lawn with a 

garage and shed.  

 

 Please refer to floor plan for room sizes and layout.  

 

 

 

 

Tenure: Freehold 

 

Local Authority:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Extended Three Bedroom Semi 

Detached 

 Off Road Parking  

 Front & Rear Gardens 

 Well Presented Throughout  

 Popular Location   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This extended three-bedroom semi-detached chalet-

style house is well presented throughout, and 

presents the perfect opportunity for any first time 

buyers making their first step on the property ladder 

or any potential buy to let investor to add to their 

portfolio.  

 

On the ground floor you have a good size lounge to 

the front of the property with laminate flooring and 

a large window making this a bright and airy room, 

and with an inset multifuel burner to make the room 

a cosy and relaxing space in the evenings. To the 

rear of the property you have the fitted kitchen with 

space for oven and hob, and space under the work 

top for fridge, freezer and dishwasher this leads on 

to a dining space which also has a sliding patio door 

to the conservatory. The UPVC conservatory has dual 

aspect windows allowing plenty of natural light to 

keep the room bright and airy, laminate flooring and 

a worktop with plumbing and space under for the 

washing machine and tumble dryer and handy set of 

fitted pan drawers perfect for storage and a UPVC 

door to rear garden.  

 

 

  

 

EPC Rating: 

 TBC 

 


